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Optoeleetronics- past, present, and futurC
C KUMAR N PATEL
AT & T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974, USA
Abstract. Considerable progress has been made in the field of
optoelectronics in the last thirty years. The two principal drivers for this
progress have been the invention of the laser and low-loss optical fibres. But
what is optoelectronics? Optoelectronics is more than just a marriage of
electronics and optics. It represents the higher order integration of technical
achievements in electronics and photonics to allow one to chose what,
where, when, and how to address both old and new problems and
opportunities for increasing customer satisfaction in the areas of
information movement and management. I will review the progress in the
field and share my insights into where the future lies. The important
question no longer is if optics will replace electronics in many of the
technologies underlying information movement and management; it is
when and to what degree. The limitation no longer arises from the technical
capabilities, it comes from economics and social Values provided by the
increased capabilities in communications and computers.

Keywords. Optoelectronics; information management and movement;
materials.

Preamble
Modern optoelectronics began with the invention of the laser in 1958. In the short
period of just over thirty years, enormous progress has been made both in the field of
optoelectronics and its application to the areas of information movement
(transmission) and management (computers). Advances in electronics have led to
increasingly powerful computers and information manipulation and numbercrunching technologies. Advances in photonics have led to the displacement of copperbased communication media with optical fibres, and the transmission capacity of an
individual optical fibre, which doubles every year. In this article, I wish to give a brief
summary of some of the technologies and scientific advances that have already
occurred and are likely to occur in the next ten to twenty years.
I have organized this paper into five parts. A brief introduction describing some of
the past accomplishments leading to the modern era of electronics and photonics will
t This article is based on a Special Lecture given at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore,
under the auspices of the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced ScientificResearch, Bangalore,
on December 19, 1991.
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be followed by two aspects of the technology. I will arbitrarily separate optoelectronics
into electronics and photonics as two separate technologies. The electronics part
primarily deals with information management. The photonics part deals with
information movement. This will be followed by a discussion of materials because
technological advances in electronics and photonics have depended crucially on
advances in materials and processing. And finally I will make a few concluding remarks
to put my discussions into perspective.

1.

Introduction

The use of optics and light for communications can be traced back to at least the
ancient Greek and Egyptian civilizations. But the quantum leap in the increase of the
communication bandwidth occurred not more than 110 years ago through Alexander
Graham Bell's experiments (Bell 1880). Figure 1 shows a photograph of Bell speaking
into his photophone in the summer of 1880. The optical communication took place
through sunlight, naodulated using a mirror attached to the diaphragm of the
microphone. The light travelled a few hundred metres, and was detected at the other end
using a selenium rectifier. Bell described his observations at a meeting of the American
Association of Scientific Persons in Boston, Massachusetts. This is part of what he said:
"I have heard articulate speech produced by sunlight. I have heard a ray of sun,
laugh, cough and sing. I have been able to hear shadow and perceive by the ear
passing of the cloud across the sun disk".
A reporter made the following comments on the editorial page of The New York Times
of August 30, 1880:
"What the telephone accomplishes with the help of a wire the photophone
accomplishes with the aid of a sunbeam. Professor Bell described his invention with
so much clearness that every member of the American Association must have
understood it. The ordinary man, however, may find a little difficulty in
comprehending how sunbeams are to be used. Does Professor Bell intend to connect
Boston and Cambridge, for example, with a line of sunbeams hung on telegraph
posts, and, if so, of what diameter are the sunbeams to be, and how is he to obtain
them of the required size? What will become of his sunbeams after the sun goes
down? Will they retain their power to communicate sound, or will it be necessary to
insulate them, and protect them against the weather by a thick coating of guttapercha? The public has a great deal of confidence in Scientific Persons, but until it
actually sees a man going through the streets with a coil of No. 12 sunbeams on his
shoulder, and suspending it from pole to pole, there will be a general feeling that
there is something about Professor Bell's photophone which places a tremendous
strain on human credulity."
Three observations are in order here. The first is that optical communications were
invented over a hundred years ago. The second is that a marriage between electronics
and optics also occurred over a hundred years ago. Third, and a very important point,
is that the reporter, without knowing, realized that optical communications through
free atmosphere probably would not be the right thing to do because the optical path
will need to be protected by some means or another. The last observation is further
borne out by additional comments in the same article:

Figure 1.

Sketch/photograph of early experiments on lightwave communications through open atmosphere.
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"As experiments have shown that a mirror can flash a sunbeam thirty miles, unless,
of course there are hills, houses, or fat men in the way, and as Prof. Bell asserts that he
can talk along a sunbeam of any length .... "
Not only does free space have optical communication limitations, even the optical
fibres need to be protected from the environment by polymeric materials, as we have
seen from reliability studies and from handling requirements of optical fibres. This
brings us to modern times.
Modern optoelectronics began with two significant inventions. The first was the low
loss optical fibre (Kao & Hockham 1966; Kapron et al 1970) and the second was the
invention of the semiconductor laser (Hall et al 1962; Holonyak & Bevacqua 1962;
Nathan et al 1962; Quist et al 1962; Hyashi et al 1970) which is the principal source of
radiation for optical communications. The history of the developments in optical fibres
and semiconductor lasers is very interesting, but I will not cover this.
The future of optoelectronics will hinge on certain aspects including discovery, which
may involve phenomena, algorithms, and materials; technological inventions resulting
in new techniques, new processes, and new devices; systems to provide the necessary
pull; and social inventions which make everything worthwhile. The elapsed time
between discovery and widespread commercial exploitation is of the order of ten years.
Some of the new phenomena which may become future technologies include the
fractional quantized Hall effect, optical solitons, high temperature superconductivity, and conductivity and superconductivity in C6o. These and other new
phenomena will surely form the underpinnings of new technologies. New materials
include high temperature superconductors, Buckyballs (fullerenes), and silicon
backbone polymers. New materials and new phenomena have led to inventions of new
devices, which include surface emitting lasers, heterojunction bipolar transistors, and
fibre amplifiers and lasers. High performance lightwave communications, part of which
is already here, HDTV, optical links to homes, personal communication networks,
handwriting, speech, and image recognition and automatic translation are some of the
new systems which will drive the conversion of new sciences and new phenomena into
new technology.

2.

Information management

Advances in electronics have led to two significant trends in information management.
First, the space required for computing is getting smaller. The second is that the cost of
computing, i.e., dollars per MIPS (millions of instructions per second), is plummeting.
Cost effectiveness of computing capability doubles every 18 to 24 months. These two
trends are driven by the silicon engine. The first is driven by the number of transistors
per die going up exponentially as seen from the semilog plot (figure 2) as a function of
time. The number of transistors per die doubles every 18 to 24 months. This
observation holds both for memory devices as well as for microprocessors. The second
trend is driven by the improvement in the cycle time of microprocessors as seen from
the processing speed in millions of instructions per second aa a function of time which
shows a characteristic exponential growth (figure 3). It is important to note that very
soon a microprocessor, roughly one square centimeter in size, will have more
computing power than a typical inainframe machine. The underlying technological
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change is characterized by the Moore Plot which shows the reduction in the half pitch
minimum feature size, i.e., the smallest dimension component on a silicon integrated
circuit, as a function of time (figure 4). This empirical plot appears as a straight line on a
semilog plot. From the present technology of near 0.6-0.8 #m minimum feature
dimension, we expect to be at about 0"3 #m linewidth at the turn of the century.
The above increase in information management capability, however, comes at an
enormous price in the manufacturing plant needed to make silicon integrated circuits.
This is something that is not very widely,recognized. A plot of the cost of a silicon
fabrication line as a function of the minimum feature dimension shows the unpleasant
reality (figure 5). The cost of a silicon fabrication line, in millions of dollars, is rising
exponentially as the reciprocal of the minimum feature width on the integrated circuit.
The typical cost of a 0.8#m design rule silicon fabrication line today would be
approximately $350-400 million. At the turn of the century, when we expect to be at
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approximately 0.3/~m design rule, the expected cost would rise to close to a billion
dollars. A clear implication is that by the year 2000, newcomers will find it very difficult
to enter the silicon integrated circuit manufacturing business. Only large companies
and very successful countries* will be in the business of manufacturing silicon
integrated devices, unless there is a technology discontinuity!
This technology discontinuity would require a complete rethinking of the way one
views silicon processing today. One such revolutionary (or evolutionary) thought
process could lead to what is sometimes called a factory in a bottle (Patel & Cho 199 I).
There are a number of reasons why one may be forced to go away from the traditional
idea of a clean room to a new idea. Four issues jump at us as being important.
(i) Cost: One of the important drivers for the change is the size of the initial
investment for the silicon Ic factory. A typical fabrication line would process about
5000 wafer starts per week. As I will describe a little later, the factory in a bottle is
modular in capacity. Each one of the "bottles" should be able to process about 150-200
wafers per week. In other words, each factory in a bottle provides approximately three
percent of the processing capability of a traditional silicon Ic fabrication line. The cost
of each bottle is correspondingly less than that of a full-fledged traditional fabrication
line. In fact the cost ofa factory-in-a~bottle may turn out to be proportionately even less
since each module is identical, and savings may be possible through standardization. In
any case, we do not have to install the entire billion dollar capacity all at once. An
obvious corollary is that if we need a 20 per cent increase in the processing capacity, we
do not have to build a new fabrication line. We can add the needed capacity in small
increments. Putting this differently, the investment necessary for the traditional
fabrication lines is too lumpy, while the investment necessary for the factory-in-a-bottle
approach is granular.
(ii) Cleanliness: As minimum feature dimensions shrink, cleanliness during
integrated circuit fabrication becomes an increasingly important issue. Traditional
silicon If fabrication lines consist of large clean rooms in which all of the processing
machinery is located, in addition to the "dirty" machines, these clean rooms have
"dirty" human beings working in the same clean space. Present clean rooms are
described as Class 10 for example, which indicates that there are less than 10 "dust"
particles of 0.5 #m diameter per cubic foot of air. This level of cleanliness is sufficient for
fabrication of 0.8/~m design rule silicon integrated circuits with high yields. However,
when the design rule moves down to, say, 0-3/~m as expected in about ten years, this
level of cleanliness will not suffice. With the finer design rules, we will need to pay
attention to smaller particles. Measurements in real clean rooms show (Clark et al
1992) that a Class 10 clean room often is a Class 105 clean room for 0.01 pm-0.5/~m
particles! The message is clear. As we move to finer and finer minimum feature
dimensions for silicon integrated circuits, we will need increasingly cleaner, and
increasingly more expensive, clean rooms. Further, as the feature dimensions shrink the

Even the most successful companies and countries may not be able to buck the tide of
exponentially increasing costs, especiallyif DRAMsare the primary product vehiclesfor justifying
the cost as seen from a recent summary by Andrew Pollack who writes (in New York Times,
Monday, February 24, 1992, D 1) ".... And the Japanese speciality of producin# computer memory
chips, which once seemed a brilliant path to dominance in semiconductors, is requiring ever more
:expensive factories, making profits harder to earn".
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thickness of oxides, metallization etc. will shrink too. Thus, chemical reactions between
the clean room atmosphere and the silicon wafer surface will become increasingly
important during the entire processing cycle. Both "dust" particle and chemical
contamination issues force us to rethink the philosophy of "clean" working space for
silicon processing. One straightforward solution, then, is to ensure that the silicon
wafer remains in a pristine environment (from chemical contamination and dust points
of view) once it is cleaned and introduced into the processing scheme. The factory-in-abottle concept provides a high vacuum or benign environment for accomplishing these
objectives. It keeps the silicon wafers in process out of the reach of people and the
externals of the machines.
(iii) Turn around time: With the increasing fraction OfASICS(in relation to DRAMS and
microprocessors) in silicon IC manufacturing, there is a need to reduce the traditional
in-process time of a wafer from as much as three weeks to under a couple of days. ASICS
are becoming increasingly important because they allow a systems manufacturer to
add intelligence and give a unique "personality" to the system by embedding
proprietary software into silicon. The reduction in the in-process time would add
enormous value to ASIC manufacturing (without significantly impacting the
manufacturing of large volume runners) because circuit designers will be able to
interact with process engineers in real time to optimize the ASIC performance.
(iv) Flexibility: Finally, the factory-in-a-bottle concept provides significant flexibility
in terms of tailoring the IC fabrication line to the specific needs of the manufacturer as
the product mix changes. Since all the "bottles" work in parallel, it should be possible to
fabricate a variety of devices in parallel.
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Figure 6. Proposed schematic of an integrated continuous processing scheme
(factory-m-a-bottle).
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What is a factory in a bottle? It is a scheme (figure 6), where all the unit process
modules required for processing a silicon wafer, for example, deep-uv lithography,
e-beam lithography, plasma etching, wafer cleaning, MBE, CVD, oxidation, multilevel
interconnects, rapid thermal annealing etc. are interconnected through appropriate
wafer transport mechanisms in an ultra clean environment, such as high vacuum. Once
a clean silicon wafer is introduced into this vacuum chamber, it never sees the ambient
atmosphere which may contain a large number of particles that may settle on the
wafer in process (and thereby introduce a defect and reduce overall yield) and chemical
contaminants which could react with the silicon wafer surface.
The factory-in-a-bottle is a modular scheme. Preliminary cost analysis indicates that
the factory-in-a-bottle becomes increasingly cost-effective in terms of investment per
silicon wafer processed basis (compared to the traditional fabrication line) as the
minimum feature sizes shrink below 0.3/~m. Further, the wafer-at-a-time processing
philosophy is ideally suited to the industry trend towards larger diameter silicon
wafers. As we move to processing 8" and 12" wafers, uniformity of processing over the
large wafer sizes will require in situ analysis and process monitoring.
However, a number of challenges need to be overcome before this technological
discontinuity becomes a reality. Research challenges include new m~aterials, new
processes, real-time process monitor and control, control algorithms, and appropriate
software. Engineering challenges will require us to increase the reliability of unit
processes. A factory-in-a-bottle has some 18 or 20 sequential processes. If each of the
processes has an availability (as determined by equipment reliability) of 90% which is
relatively high, a simple calculation will show that the factory-in-a-bottle will function
only about 10% of the time! Improving the reliability of the unit processes is something
that will happen as we have more experience, but it may be necessary to place greater
emphasis on reliability up front for new processes. The trend toward continuous
manufacturing as opposed to batch manufacturing has yielded great efficiencies in
chemical and electronic equipment manufacturing, to name a few. Present day silicon
integrated circuit manufacturing is really a batch process even though much of what
happens is chemistry. The factory-in-a-bottle brings us closer to continuous chemical
processing which is expected to lead to improved quality, higher yields, and lower costs.

3.

Information movement

Advances in photonics have impacted four key applications in information processing
and information movement. These are:
(i) acquisition of information (optical sensors and scanners);
(ii) transmission of information (optical fibres);
(iii) storage of information (optical discs, both permanent type as well as the WORM
type i.e. write once read many times);
(iv) processing of information (integrated optics, and optoelectronics integration).
The technology of information movement has benefited enormously from advances
in photonics. Three observations can be made:
(i) the transmission bandwidth for optical fibre communications is growing
exponentially;
(ii) the cost of transmission of unit bandwidth is decreasing exponentially;
(iii) as a result of the first two, ubiquity of communications is becoming a reality.
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In spite of being a very new technology, photonics has continued the trend of
continual reduction of transmission costs, established for a variety of copper wire and
coaxial cable-based technologies as seen on the Dixon-Clapp plot (O'Neill 1985, pp.
778-779) (figure 7). We see here the variation of the relative first cost per circuit mile as a
function of a number of circuits for a given system. The cost of a fixed bandwidth circuit
is seen to decrease inversely as the square root of the system bandwidth. Even though
the abscissa on this plot is the number of circuits, it scales qualitatively with time,
starting with about 1900 to the present. Continual reductions in the cost of optical
fibres and optical components have made it possible for optical fibre communication
systems to continue with the exponential reduction in the relative first cost per circuit
mile. Optical fibres, because of their almost unlimited bandwidth, are the right media
for cost-effective communication systems of the future.
There are two important properties of optical fibres that are crucial in designing
optical communication systems (figure 8). The first is that the signal level decays as a
function of distance because of the small but finite losses of the fibre. These losses are
typically (Nelson et a11985) 0.19 dB/km at a wavelength of 1.55 #m for traditional fibre
which is not optimized for a dispersion minimum at 1.55/~m. Such a silica fibre has a
loss minimum at 1.55 #m, but a zero dispersion at ~ 1.3/~m. This traditional fibre
exhibits substantial dispersion resulting in pulse broadening of the order of
15 picoseconds per nanometre of bandwidth of the pulse per kilometre of propagation
distance. So we have to ameliorate the effects of loss and dispersion.
The effects of loss are handled at the present time by using electronic regenerators in
the optical communication system (figure 9). Repeater spacing is determined by the
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the
effect of fibre attenuation and dispersion on
lightwave propagation in a silica fibre at

1.55/~m.

DISTANCE

optical attenuation of the fibre, the laser signal level at the input, data rate, and the
detector sensitivity• At each regenerative repeater the optical signals are converted into
electronic signals using a detector• These electronic signals are reshaped, and amplified,
and are used to drive another laser which converts the electronic data signals into
optical data signals for transmission down the next span of the fibre. This
straightforward scheme has been used on all of the lightwave systems to date, but it has
four major shortcomings.
(i) Regenerative repeaters are severely bit-rate limiting because electronics becomes
increasingly expensive as we go to higher and higher bit rates•
(ii) Regenerative repeaters are not truly compatible with wavelength division
multiplexing• Once we have reached an electronics limited data rate, the only way
of increasing the transmission capacity of an optical fibre system is by using more
than one wavelength for transmission since the bandwidth of the silica fibre far
exceeds electronics capability (often called the electronic bottleneck)• The different
wavelengths comprising the wavelength division multiplex scheme will have to be
REPEATERED SYSTEM
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Figure 9. A comparison of
lightwave systems with regenerative repeaters and amplifier
repeaters.
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optically separated at each of the regenerative repeaters. Each of the wavelengths
will have its own detector, electronics, and laser for converting the electronic
signals back to optical signals. The different wavelengths will then have to be
remultiplexed for transmission through the next span of the optical fibre. It is clear
that for an n wavelength multiplex system, the repeater cost is n times the cost of a
single repeater!
(iii) Regenerative repeaters are always unidirectional.
(iv) A regeneratively repeatered system cannot be upgraded easily to higher bit rates
which will become possible as capabilities of electronics improve.
The bottom line is that, successful as they have been, repeaters represent a costly
solution for future higher bit rate optical communication systems.
A novel attractive alternative to a repeatered optical communication system is an all
optical amplifier system (Desurvire et al 1987; Mears et al 1987). Instead of having a
repeater containing a detector, a whole lot of electronics, and a laser transmitter, we will
have an optical fibre amplifier which is capable of boosting a broadband optical signal
which emerges at the end of the fibre span and is diminished in its amplitude because of
the fibre attenuation. The fibre amplifier would amplify the optical signal to the right
level and send it down to the next fibre span. There are a number of significant
advantageous features of an optical amplifier-based communication system.
(i) Such a system can have high single-channel bit rates because all the electronics
now resides at the two ends of the entire system, and one can afford the higher cost
which accompanies higher bit rate electronics.
(ii) The optical amplifier system is naturally compatible with wavelength division
multiplexing assuming that all the wavelengths fit inside the amplifier bandwidth.
(iii) The optical amplifier system is potentially bi-directional, and consists of relatively
fewer and simpler components, and is therefore inexpensive.
(iv) Finally, the system can be upgraded to increase data rates and introduce or
increase wavelength division multiplexing by only changing the two end stations.
A 20-metre long section of erbium doped fibre (figure 10) pumped by a laser diode at
either 1.48 #m or 0.98 #m, produces ,,, 30 dB of gain at a reasonable amount of pump
power of ~ 20 milliwatts (Zyskind et al 1990). Such an amplifier fibre along with the
pump laser and associated control circuitry fits into a 1 x 15 x 15 cm box (figure 11). We
have shown that such optical amplifiers, spaced appropriately in a system, compensate
for fibre attenuation.
The second important property of optical fibres is their chromatic dispersion
mentioned above. The use of amplifiers compensates for fibre loss but does nothing to
compensate for pulse broadening due to dispersion. For a 10,000 km long system using
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amplifiers, a fibre dispersion of 15 ps/nm/km will limit the maximum data rate to about
1 GB/s, which is smaller than the electronic repeater capabilities. Dispersion-shifted
fibres, which reduce the dispersion at 1.55 pm considerably, have a slightly higher loss
at this wavelength. Nonetheless, NRZ transmission at bit rates up to 5.0Gb/s will be
possible over 10,000 km long systems with optical amplifiers.
Over the last fifteen years we have explored the possibility of using the nonlinear
(intensity dependent) refractive index of the optical fibre for soliton pulse propagation.
Such pulses retain their shape and width if the fibre loss can be overcome through the
use of the optical amplifiers described above.
The refractive index of silica fibres can be written as
(1)
The intensity dependent term n2 ~ - 3 . 2 x l 0 - 1 6 c m - 2 W - 1 , is small but the small
diameter of the single mode fibre, ~ 6-8 pm, results in significant optical intensity. For
example, a 1 mW signal would correspond to 1 ~ 104W cm-2. The propagation of a
pulse in such a fibre requires solution of the nonlinear Schroedinger equation. It is seen
that the stable operating pulse shape (called a soliton) is a hyperbolic secant and
distortionless propagation is possible without broadening. Soliton propagation in
optical fibres was predicted by Hasegawa & Tappert (1973) and experimentally
demonstrated by Mollenauer et al (1980).
Laboratory system experiments, using a closed loop in which a pulse propagates
around for many times to obtain an equivalent propagation distance of 12,000 km,
show stable propagation of ~ 50-60ps pulses without significant broadening
(Mollenauer et a11990) (figure 12). It should be noted that to maintain the soliton pulse
n = n o + n2I + . . . .
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Figure 12. Sketchof a loop experiment to study propagation of soliton pulses in a
fibre over long distances. Also shown are the experimental results along with
theoretical calculations for propagation at 2.4 Gb/s upto 12,000km showing stable
soliton propagation.
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shape and width, the intensity of the pulse is maintained by using erbium-doped optical
fibre amplifiers. Soliton propagation is now sufficiently well understood to assure us
that at some time in the future, long-haul communication systems will use this
mechanism.
A figure of merit of the optical fibre communication system is the product of the bit
rate and the maximum propagation distance without using traditional repeaters.
Soliton propagation significantly increases the previous performance, which has shown
exponential growth since 1983 (figure 13). Finally, the gain bandwidth of the EDFA is
such that four different wavelengths can be multiplexed to give a significant increase in
information capacity.
What can we say about the relative maximum channel capacity of lightwave
systems? Let us compare a number of different communication systems, radio,
microwave, satellite, future satellites and lightwave, for this purpose. I will use digital
audio channels, typically 64 kilobits, and consider how many channels we can
accommodate using different technologies from radio to lightwave assuming that the
usable bandwidth for each of the systems is ~< 10% of the carrier frequency. We obtain
the numbers shown in table 1. We see that lightwave communication systems have an
enormous capacity. This ultimately translates into the cost-effectiveness of the system.
Let us now turn to device integration in the optical domain. This area of active
research has been termed photonic integrated circuits, where the aim is to
monolithically integrate interconnected optical components on a single semiconductor
chip (Kock & Koren 1991). An example of such a photonic integrated circuit is a
wavelength division multiplex light source (figure 14). As discussed earlier, wavelength
division multiplexing is used in lightwave communication systems for increasing the

Table 1. Channel capacity of communication systems.

Channel
capacity (10~ BW)

Carrier
Mode
Radio
Microwave
Satellite
Future satellites
Lightwave

Frequency

Digital audio

100 MHz
3-6 GHz
10 GHz
40 GHz
200 THz

150
500-1000
15,000
60,000
30,000,000
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information capacity of a single fibre when the limits of electronics are reached for each
of the wavelength channels. Today, to obtain multiple wavelengths, we need to use
multiple (individual) lasers. The photonic integrated circuit shown in figure 14 (for fourwavelength operation) does all of the functions, generating four different wavelengths
(by using four different Bragg gratings for nearly identical semiconductor composition
lasers) and multiplexing them using a passive waveguide combiner. There is a
broadband semiconductor amplifier to bring the intensity of all the channels upto the
required level. During the operatiod of this photonic integrated circuit, an acceptable
bit-error rate operation was obtained (figure 15) with all four lasers transmitting at
2.0Gb/s. While this technology is not ready for deployment yet, photonic device
integration is expected to provide the necessary systems platform for future lightwave
systems. Just as in silicon technology, where integration of devices on single chips
(integrated circuits) has proven to be cost effective, photonic integration too will be cost
effective.
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Figure 16. Schematicof a single mode waveguide on a silicon optical bench.
In analogy with the hybrid electronic integrated circuits, we can have hybrid
photonic integration also (Henry et al 1989). One scheme utilizes single-mode
waveguides built on silicon substrates for interconnecting various optical components
on the substrate (figure 16). We start with a silicon substrate, cover it with a layer of
undoped glass on which there is a doped glass core with a higher refractive index to
provide guiding. The single-mode waveguide is protected with an undoped glass layer
on top. Optical attenuation in such single-mode waveguides is less than 0.1 dB/cm.
Depending upon the design, optical propagation in the waveguide is polarizationdependent. The important point is that fabrication of these guiding structures requires
only conventional silicon integrated circuit manufacturing processes. This technology
is called silicon optical bench (sioB). The silicon die is used as an optical bench, on
which different optical components will be "fastened" and optically interconnected.
One example of sioB for constructing passive optical circuits is a fibre combiner/splitter
(Dragone et al 1991) (figure 17). About 50 or so single-mode waveguides are combined
into a large waveguide and then separated at the other end.
A second example of the silicon optical bench technology is an integrated wavelength
division multiplexer/demultiplexer (Henry et al 1990) (figure 18). The four properly
designed curved gratings reflect the four wavelengths, entering through the four
waveguides, into a single waveguide so that we have a wavelength division multiplexer.
In reverse, the integrated photonic circuit is a wavelength division demultiplexer. Each
one of these gratings interacts with and reflects only one specific wavelength. Radiation
at wavelengths not reflected by a given grating passes through it without any loss (in
either direction); thus no losses are encountered when the light goes through the grating
twice. Operational characteristics show that the insertion loss is nearly the same no
matter which channel we examine (figure i 9). The observed insertion loss of 5 dB, much
of which arises from the coupling of a round fibre mode into a two-dimensional
waveguide and back, will undoubtedly be reduced as the technology evolves.
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Figure 17. A silicon optical bench optical combiner/splitter.
So far I have discussed electronics in connection with information management
(computing) and photonics in connection with information movement (transmission).
Does this imply that this division is forever, and that there are no possibilities of a
general purpose photonic computer over the horizon? Instead of addressing this issue
directly, I will discuss some of the characteristics of electrons and photons that
distinguish them from each other in their interactions with materials (and themselves).
Why are photons good for transmission and electrons good for switching (table 2)?
First, photons have colour (but electrons do not) which allows us to use more than
one colour for transmission, i.e. wavelength division multiplexing is possible. Second,
photons couple very weakly to matter while electrons couple strongly to matter. This
has permitted us to have silica optical fibres with attenuations as low as 0" 19 dB/km.

Figure 18. A wavelength division multiplexer/demultiplexer implemented for four
wavelengths using the silicon optical bench technology.
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Practical coaxial cables have much higher attenuations. Even a superconducting
transmission line has finite losses at high frequencies. Third, photons do not interact
with each other. Therefore, if two photon beams cross each other nothing happens,
in general. On the other hand, electrons do interact with each other. If two wires cross
we have a short. But this is also an advantage. Electrical interconnections are trivially
easy compared to optical interconnections. Because electrons interact with each other,
switching in transistors is possible. Photons have no mass, while electrons are massive.
Electrons can be stored and retrieved when they are needed. For example, capacitors
store charge, and inductors store current. The storage of charge permits fabrication of
semiconductor memories. On the other hand, it is very difficult to store photons for
long time periods, although one may be able to change some material characteristic
through interaction with a photon. Such material characteristics (e.g. bleaching of an
absorber) can be then used as a memory as in optical memories. But photons
themselves are not stored. So there appear to be some intrinsic differences which point
to electrons being convenient for switching and photons being convenient for
transmission.
Table 2. Why photons are good for transmission and electrons good for switching.

Photons
Photons have colour
Photons couple weakly to matter
Photons do not interact with each other
Photons have no rest mass
Photons cannot be stored

Electrons
Electrons do not have colour
Electrons couple strongly to matter
Electrons interact with each other
Electrons are massive
Electrons can be stored and retrieved when needed
Capacitors store electrons (voltage)
Inductors store electrons (current)
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Materials

Materials and processing have provided the impetus for novel devices and systems,
New materials and new physical and chemical phenomenology are very intimately
connected (figure 20). New materials and processing :advances lead to well
characterized materials which have a direct impact on new phenomenology. New
physical and chemical phenomena and well understood physics and chemistry allow us
to make new materials. The coming together of new materials and new phenomenology
leads to inventions like the transistor, double heterostructure lasers, and light emitting
diodes. Both new phenomena and new materials are important in making significant
advances in electronics and photonics.
One material fabrication technique in which considerable progress has been made
and which has contributed enormously to new physics and devices is molecular beam

Figure 21. Schematicof a molecular beam epitaxy system.
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epitaxy (Cho & Arthur 1975, p. 157) (figure 21). This ultra-high vacuum technique has
allowed molecular layer fabrication of semiconductor surfaces with a precision and
perfection unattainable by any other technique. A transmission electron micrograph of
an Si/Sio.6Geo. 4 superlattice (Bean 1985) (figure 22) gives credence to the claim of superb
quality of growth of the strained layer superlattice as seen from the images of silicon
atoms (bright dots) which show no dislocations as they continue across the Si/Si0.6Ge0.4
interface. MBE has been applied to semiconductors (III-V, IV, II-VI, etc.),
superconductors, insulators, magnetic materials, and metallic systems with
unprecedented success.
A list of novel physical phenomena and devices made possible using MBE grown
III-V semiconductors includes the following.
(a) Physics
• Modulation doping.
• Bandgap engineering.
• Strained layer superlattices.
• Fractional quantized Hall effect.
(b) Electronics
• High speed modulation doped FET.
• Resonant tunnelling transistors.
• Heterojunction bipolar transistors.
(c) Photonics
• Lasers
- H i g h uniformity and reproducibility.
-Ultralow threshold using quantum wells.
- Surface emitting lasers.
• Detectors
- L o w noise APDs.
-Resonant tunnelling long wavelength detectors.
It is instructive to took at one of these new devices fabricated using MBE grown
material, the InP heterojunction bipolar transistor (Harem et al 1989) (figure 23). A

2 ;'.- L,X ~ ,

Figure 22. A transmission electron micrograph of a superlattice consisting of MBE
grown Si/Si0.6Ge0.* superlattice.
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wide bandgap n-InP emitter injects electrons into the heavily doped, narrower band
gap p+ InGaAs base (figure 24). An n + InGaAs layer serves as the collector. Injection of
electrons from the wider bandgap material into the thin base layer is the recipe for
"ballistic-like" electron propagation through the base layer which results in the ultra
high frequency operation of this device (figure 25). Unity gain bandwidths of as high as
165 GHz have been demonstrated. Similar high frequency devices using Si/SixGel _x
heterostructures have also been fabricated. These devices have yielded high frequency
cut-offs exceeding 75 GHz. Neither the III-V nor the Si/Si~Gel _x heterostructure
devices are yet part of the current commercial high frequency devices or systems, but
these advances show enormous promise.
The second new material system comprises the silicon backbone polymers. Carbon
backbone polymers are well-known and have been used extensively in a variety of
consumer and commercial applications. A system in which the carbon backbone chain
is replaced with a chain of silicon atoms has become accessible recently. Two distinct
types of silicon backbone polymers have been synthesized. The first type are the
polysilanes [R-Si-R], which are linear chain polymers similar to the well-known
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Figure 24. Energy band structure of the InP/InGaAs heterostructure bipolar
transistor.
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Figure

carbon backbone polymers. These have been studied for some time. The second type,
the polysilynes (Bianconi & Weidman 1988; Weidman et al 1990), I-R-Si], have been
synthesized only recently, and form a two-dimensional structure which is not found in
the carbon backbone system. The polysilynes form sheets and are soluble, cross-linked
networks. They are synthesized using sonochemical techniques. These might be ideal
polymers for photonics because their natural two-dimensional structure is well-suited
for the development of two-dimensional guiding structures needed for many passive
optical devices and interconnected systems described earlier. In addition, the
photosensitivity exhibited by the polysilynes could make these materials suitable for
photoresist applications in the next generation silicon integrated circuit fabrication
schemes. Exposure of polysilynes to uv radiation in the presence of oxygen leads to a
change in composition of the polysilyne films, and incorporation of oxygen in the
I-R-Si], networks to form I-R-SiOx], polymers (figure 26). Concurrently, there is a
complete loss of solubility and a large drop in the refractive index of the exposed
material from n ~ 1.7 to n ~ 1.45. Such a change in refractive index is exactly what
would be needed to form single-mode waveguides in two-dimensional films of the
material. Photolithographic patterning in the presence of oxygen should allow the
forming of necessary waveguiding structures (figure 27). The unexposed material,
I-RSi],, has a refractive index of 1.65-1-70 and is surrounded by exposed material,
[RSiOx],, whos~ refractive index drops to 1-45-1.55 making the [RSi]. region an
excellent waveguide (Homak et a11990). Now we have a very simple way of making an
optical waveguide using a process which involves only two steps. First, we spin the
polysilyne material on a silica substrate. Second, we expose the material through a
mask in the presence of oxygen to form the desired light-guiding structures. Light can
be guided in such structures and it can be turned around right angles by proper
lithographic patterning (figure 28). Propagation losses of ~ 0.5 dB/cm indicate that the
waveguide formation by photodefined oxidative changes leaves the walls of the guide
smooth enough to have very small scattering losses. Since waveguide formation is a
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Figure 26. Structure changes
in polysilyne on uv exposure in
the presence of oxygen.

room temperature process, optical interconnections can now be established after all the
necessary optical components, such as lasers, detectors, modulators, isolators etc., are
fabricated/mounted on a substrate. The flexibility of interconnection is now
significantly enhanced to yield the desired interconnection configuration from
standard components.(Homak & Weidman 1991).
I would now like to turn to the newest entry in novel materials and phenomena. This
is the observation of superconductivity (Hebard et al t991) in C6o. Kroto et al (1985)
postulated a soccer ball structure for C60 (also called Buckyballs) based on the mass
evidence for this new class of clusters (figure 29). In the last year a technique for
synthesizing bulk quantities of C6o became available (Kraschmer et al 1990) (striking
an electrical arc between carbon electrodes in an argon atmosphere). We quickly
turned our attention to the question of whether materials based on this new building
block would have useful electronic properties. We have now shown that solid C6o can
be made a conductor by doping it with a variety of alkali metals (potassium, sodium,
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Figure 27. Photolithograplfic patterning of polysilynes and formation of optical
waveguides.
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Figure 28. Propagation of light in patterned polysilyne waveguides showing
propagation along straight and right-angle turn paths.
rubidium, etc) (Haddon et al 1991). Furthermore, these systems also show
superconductivity at temperatures as high as 35 K (Fleming et al 1991; Hebard et al
1991) (figure 30). While these temperatures are high when compared with
superconducting transition temperatures for other organic compounds and inorganic
materials excluding the oxide based materials, they fall far short of the 125 K mark

(
(

Figure 29. Buckybail structure of C6o.
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established in CuO ceramics. However, it is well to remember that doped C6o is a threedimensional superconductor, as opposed to the CuO ceramic superconductors which
are two-dimensional systems. Many avenues for further advances are clear. These
include exploration of other dopants to raise the superconducting transition
temperature and understanding the mechanism for superconductivity in doped C6o.

5.

Conclusions

Use of optoelectronics technologies in long-haul communications is a reality, albeit
using discrete devices and components. Optical integrated circuits should allow a
substantial cost reduction in the transmitters and receivers used in optical
communications. Such cost reduction is essential for lightwave communications to
play an important role in bringing wideband information services to customers' homes.
The technology push we have seen in optoelectronic integration and in optical
circuitry could pave the path for such a quantum leap in making a significant impact on
society. But technology push alone will not suffice. There needs to be a market pull in
terms of broadband services for which there is demand and for which a customer is
willing to pay. Perhaps what is needed here is social invention, a term which was coined
by Bob Lucky of AT & T Bell Laboratories to point out that a technical invention is
necessary but not sufficient for achieving social impact (Lucky 1991, pp. 89-100). The
example he cites is that of facsimile (a technical invention which dates back some fifty
years) which required the social invention of coding standards to result in the explosive
growth industry of fax machines, and their widespread use in everyday life. Other
similar examples include the technical invention of the transistor and the social
invention of the transistorized radio, and the technical invention of the semiconductor
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laser and the social invention of the compact disc player. We need a similar social
invention to propel optical integrated circuits into our everyday life. Only then will
optoelectronics achieve the kind of omnipresence enjoyed by the transistor today.
In closing I would like to summarize my views of what ultimately is the social impact
of the advances caused by technical and social inventions in optoelectronics. The rapid
pace with which electronics and photonics are beginning to weave themselves into the
social fabric will change our concept of time, space, and the individual. The storage of
information and instantaneous retrieval allow us to blur the time, and the availability
of almost infinite bandwidth will allow us to blur the limitation set by physical space. It
is almost unnecessary to physically transport a person to have realistic interpersonal
communications. Video communication services now, and potential transmission of
holographic information in the future to create three-dimensional images of people at
far-away distances, would lead to further shrinkage of the physical size of the universe
in which we function. Finally, the tremendous computational capability that is
becoming available through advances in electronics technology will allow machine
recognition of voice and therefore realistic voice-to-voice language translation by
machines in real time. Such an advance, not too far off in the future, will change our
concept of an individual. For example I could converse with my colleague in China
(using a three-dimensional video link, of course) wherein I can speak in English and the
spoken information heard by my colleague would be its Chinese translation being
spoken in my voice, and vice versa. Not too far into the future all the limitations placed
on human interactions by time, space, and the individual would be eliminated.

I would like to thank Drs G E Blonder, E A Chandross, R A Laudise and K L Walker,
for comments and suggestions on this manuscript.
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